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Importance of Population 
Genetics

Gene trees do not necessarily reflect 
phylogenetic relationships among 
species (species tree or population tree). 

Chimpanzees and bonobos 
are closer to humans than to 
gorillas . This relationship 
was established by Satoshi 
Horai in 1990’s with the 
mitochondrial genome 
analysis, but … 

Established Tree of 
Hominoidea

human

chimp

gorilla

orang

gibbon
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Gene %

((Human,Chimp),Gorilla) 3,814 78.9

((Chimp,Gorilla),Human) 504 10.4*

((Human,Gorilla),Chimp) 492 10.2*

Number of genes significantly (PP>0.95) supporting the 3 
topologies among human, chimp and gorilla

*: Incongruent trees (20.6%)
Modified from Table 3 of Ebersberger et al. (2007, 
Mol. Biol. Evol. 24, 2266-2276)

Hasegawa, Kishino & Yano (1989) 
J. Human Evol. 18, 461-476

Under the neutral evolution, a separation in a 
gene tree is expected to be older than the 
speciation time by 2Ne generations .

2Negenerations
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Molecular evolution rate
Evolution rate: v (substitutions/site/year)
Effective population size: Ne

Mutation rate: μ
Probability of fixation of the gene: u

v = 2Neμu = μ : Under the neutral theory（u = 1/2Ne）

Incomplete lineage sorting of 
ancestral  polymorphism:

A/B clade in the species tree, 
but B can be closer to C in a 
gene tree.
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共通祖先の多型

Incongruent gene tree from the 
species tree by incomplete lineage
sorting of ancestral polymorphism

The time separation the two speciation 
events is shorter than 2Ne generations

Ne: Effective population size

Relationships between the species tree and the gene tree for the case of 
the three species of human, chimpanzee and gorilla. Redrawn from 
Pamilo and Nei (1988).
P： Probability of a gene tree under the neutral theory.

Gene trees incongruent with species tree
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T/2Ne
((human, chimp),

gorilla)
(human,(chimp,gorilla) ) +

((human,gorilla),chimp)

1-e-T/2Ne (2/3)e-T/2Ne

0.5 59.6% 40.4%

1 75.5% 24.5%

2 91.0% 9.0%

4 98.8% 1.2%

Probabilities of gene trees

Gene %

((Human,Chimp),Gorilla) 3,814 78.9

((Chimp,Gorilla),Human) 504 10.4*

((Human,Gorilla),Chimp) 492 10.2*

Number of genes significantly (PP>0.95) supporting the 3 
topologies among human, chimp and gorilla

*: Incongruent trees (20.6%)
Modified from Table 3 of Ebersberger et al. (2007, 
Mol. Biol. Evol. 24, 2266-2276)
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10% of the genes: (Chimp, Gorilla)
10% of the genes: (Human, Gorilla)
3% of the genes: (Human, Bonobo)
0.56% of the genes: Orang not basal

among great apes

% of gene trees 
rejecting the 
human/chimp clade

Effective population size of 
X-chromosome is  ¾ of  
those of autosomes, …

Estimated effective 
population size of the 
human/chimp common 
ancestor

Ebersberger et al. (2007)
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The branching date estimated from X-chromosome is younger 
than that from autosomes (closer to species branching?) 
 Effective population size of mitochondria is ¼ of that of 
autosome, and therefore the branching date estimated from 
mitogenome may be closer to species divergence than those 
estimated from nuclear genes, but there is another problem…

Ebersberger et al. (2007)

Autosome X-chromosome

Another possibility is introgression by hybridization

Effective population size of mitochondria is ¼ of autosomal genes, and therefore 
the introgressed haplotype lineage can be fixed more easily in mitochondrial 
genomes than in nuclear ones.
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While Himalayan tahr is a sister-group to Capra in the mtDNA tree, it  is close to 
bharal in the nuclear gene tree.

Merit and demerit of mitochondrial 
tree

• Effective population size of mtDNA is ¼ of those of 
nuclear autosomal genes (haploid and maternal 
inheritance)
Incomplete lineage sorting of ancestral 
polymorphism is less of a concern for mtDNA tree 
than for nuclear gene trees.

• On the other hand, small effective population size of 
mtDNA may facilitate fixation of introgressed 
haplotype lineage.
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Pterogobius elapoides
キヌバリ

Pterogobius zonoleucus
チャガラ

Ａｋｉｈｉｔｏ ｅｔ ａｌ．（２００８）
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Ａｋｉｈｉｔｏ ｅｔ ａｌ．（２００８）

P. elapoides キヌバリ
evolved from  the Sea of 
Japan population of P. 
zonoleucusチャガラ?  

キ
ヌ
バ
リ

日本海チャガラ

太平洋チャガラ

ミトコンドリア系統樹

RAG-1

Some individuals of the Sea of 
Japan population of P. zonoleucus  
are closer to P. elapoides.
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S7RP

日本海
キヌバリ

太平洋
キヌバリ

日本海
チャガラ

太平洋
チャガラ

核遺伝子系統樹

TBR1
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全てのチャガラに共
通のdeletionがあるの
で、チャガラは単系統
P. zonoleucus
monophyly

キヌバリ

P. zonoleucus

P. elapoides

交雑による遺伝子移入

交雑によりキヌバリのミトコンドリアDNAが
日本海チャガラの集団に移入した
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Analysis of concatenated sequences
1          2         3           4          5

• A    
• B
• C
• D

Since gene trees can be incongruent among different genes, it 
cannot be justified to analyze concatenated sequences.

A

B

C

D
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A

D
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D
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D

A

B

C

D

Problems of the “concatenated sequence” 
analyses

• Each gene has its own history, and gene trees 
can be different among different genes.

• Concatenation of different genes ignores this.
• Gene tree vs. Species tree

Importance of population genetics
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PNAS 2012

Coalescent methodConcatenate method

ABC Islands
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MtDNA  of brown bear from ABC Islands is closer to those of  polar bears 
than to those of brown bears from other areas.

(2000) MPE 15:319-326
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14 nuclear genes

ABC Islands

Introgression of mitochondoria?
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Blue: polar bear; dark brown: brown bear; light brown: ABC Isl. brown bear; black: 
black bear.

： Test statistics which 
discriminates two 
models

MRCA: Most Recent Common Ancestor
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Brown bear (Grizzly)

Polar bear

「骨から見る生物の進化」
J.-B. de Panafieu


